FIELD GUIDE:

Creating the Right
Retail Strategy for
Successful eCommerce
in the Age of Amazon

It’s a jungle out there and retailers are in a fight for survival of the
fittest—just ask some of the casualties. This isn’t fear mongering.
It is a retail reality being driven by table stakes set by the likes
of Amazon. And one thing that might not be readily apparent
is that significant changes to Amazon’s flywheel are impacting
retailers and customers in very real, often severe ways behind the
scenes. The outcome: retailers’ bottom lines are suffering, and a
best-in-class customer experience once founded on trust is now
compromised at the hands of Amazon.
It’s time for retailers to reevaluate their strategies to determine
specifically how—and if—Amazon factors into the equation and, if
it does, whether it’s helping or hurting their business. Ultimately,
the goal is to preserve their livelihood and longevity and, most
importantly, the relationships they have with their customers.
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Where the rubber meets the road: keys to survival
The cracks in Amazon’s flywheel prove that survival as a business is inextricably tied to profitably delivering exceptional customer
experiences and building your own brand and customer loyalty in the process. The pressure is on retailers to meet or exceed the
high bar Amazon has set, which has continually elevated customer expectations into what they are today. This is the new reality you
face and failure to execute could mean your demise. Sound scary? It is—especially if you decide to go it alone. But fear not: there are
weapons out there that can help you level the playing field. Consider these five steps to eCommerce success in the “Age of Amazon”:

1.

Don’t succumb to Amazon’s siren song

2.

Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket

3.

Be laser-focused on the customer

4.

Find new ways to build your own brand

5.

Know what it takes to stay afloat
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1. Don’t succumb to Amazon’s siren song
Understand what’s happening to you and your customers.
It’s time to take control of this serious and potentially dire
situation by first getting a grip on what’s ownable—like the
customer experience and how you execute on it. Today
and far into the future, the “fittest” retailer must deliver
a consistent frictionless consumer experience across
channels, personalized interactions, transparency in the
order and shipment process, as well as 24/7 service. These
increased demands, driven in part by shifting expectations
set by Amazon and others, are pressuring retailers to quickly
improve omnichannel experiences and execution. And
there are compelling reasons for acting quickly, particularly
when you analyze consumer demands and generational
segments.
By 2020, millennials will represent over 75 percent of
total income growth globally. In addition, millennials will
be approximately 30 percent of the population in the
US, Europe, and China. And they will have 40 percent of
income, making them a critical segment to capture for
retail brands. Millennials also emphasize different aspects
of the shopping experience than previous generations.
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According to McKinsey & Company research, while in-store
customer service is a major factor in driving loyalty for baby
boomers, it’s not a high-value need for millennials. However,
convenience and a seamless shopping experience are high
priorities for both generations feeding directly into Amazon’s
allure, as well as the need to deliver on omnichannel.
Millennials prefer “shopping” over “buying,” value deals
and discounts, expect retailers to be “green” and socially
responsible, and are highly engaged with online content.
There are some key takeaways from this research. Retailers
should not ignore millennials regardless of the vertical
they sell in. It’s time to engage with this generation on their
terms. While Amazon might be king for convenience and
seamlessness, its self-promoting algorithm doesn’t necessarily
show the customer the best deal. It also has far too many
products to deliver on highly engaging content. Reviews and
recommendations are great, but they are really only delivering
status quo; they lack that extra “oomph” millennials crave.
Bottom line: emulate Amazon, but one up it on the things it
simply can’t or won’t do such as:
•

Create a curated experience to help your customers
navigate the endless choices available online.
--

In response to growing consumer demand for narratives
that incorporate purchases, H&M started a new line, & Other

Stories, to showcase a more creative format similar to that of
fashion blogs. It targets a higher price point and organizes
products by “mood” rather than category.

•

Make flash sales a piece of your business model to
create uniqueness and urgency for your products.
--

•

Create more flexible fulfillment models to keep
inventory carrying costs down.
--

•

Flash sale retailers like Gilt and Zulily have predictable
inventory and stock-outs are expected by customers, but
any retailer could adopt a flash sale approach without it
having to be the sole basis for its business.

Some retailers carry inventory for high velocity items and
dropship lower velocity SKUs. This reduces operational
expenses but still maintains a higher volume assortment.
Smith+Noble, a custom blind retailer, has actually embraced
a 100 percent dropship model completely eliminating
inventory carrying costs and risk.

Redefine your stores to better meet delivery
expectations.
--

This is one area where multichannel retailers have Amazon
over a barrel. Using stores as mini distribution centers
for online orders (whether for ship-from-store, in-store
pickup, or ship-to-store) provides convenience, saves
sales, dramatically reduces delivery times, and exposes all
available to promise inventory for online sales. GameStop
tripled its online SKU count as a result of implementing
ship-from-store, and now leverages 4,000 stores as mini
fulfillment centers.
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2. Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket
Understand that diversity enables success. Find the right channel
mix, products, and balance in distribution for running a
healthy eCommerce program that’s diversity focused.
Let’s face it: if you are relying on Amazon as your only
sales channel, you are relinquishing control of your
brand. You’re subject to Amazon’s seller rules and
thresholds, which means you can be restricted
from selling certain products, your account
can be closed for any reason, including but
not limited to complaints of any kind, policy
violations, etc.
Whether you are a pure-play or multichannel
retailer, it’s imperative to evaluate your sales
channel and fulfillment strategy against
customer demand, shopping behavior, and
demographics. Longevity and profitability
require you to:
•

Think outside the box.
--

One famous footwear and accessory retailer
that sells direct and is also a wholesale supplier
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discovered it was losing out on sales opportunities by not
offering some of its wholesale merchandise for its own
online sales. The dilemma, however, was that separate
systems and warehouses lacked the integration required
to economically leverage wholesale merchandise for
direct sales. The retailer solved this issue by implementing
a dropship solution that essentially treats its wholesale
warehouse as a dropship supplier. The result was a broader
online assortment with no additional inventory overhead or
major expenditure for a systems integration project.

•

Partner with retail innovators to expand your reach
and stand out from the crowd.
--

There’s a world of innovators out there for you to tap into.
For example, Cortexica hopes to be the “Shazaam” of
apparel, using visual search to help customers find products.
The “Find Similar” feature on the app allows users to take
a picture of clothing or shoes and then search for identical
and comparable items based on that image. The “Exact
Match” features lets users match the label of CPGs, books,
and other products and is available for license.

--

WithMe created a “smart store” to bring the best of both
offline and online shopping together under one roof while
creating personalized experiences for every shopper.
The new “ShopWithMe” store features collections of
merchandise on smart fixtures and it is completely mobile
and small format. It learns about individual shoppers as
they browse, and interactive shelving can move toward a
customer to suggest the item on it. What millennial wouldn’t
love that? And it’s a great way to expand store-based retail

•

Focus on making fulfillment more profitable. This
is a huge dilemma for retailers that lack the scale and
warehouse infrastructure to meet the delivery standards
set by Amazon. But there are ways to compete:
--

Make select products available for crowdsourced delivery
using services like Uber Rush.

--

Disperse your inventory strategically based on customer
demand. This could include dark stores, self-serve lockers,
dynamic warehousing (discussed later), etc.

--

Leverage stores as fulfillment centers, but do it based on
intelligent routing rules that factor in optimizing inventory
and maximizing profitability.

--

Don’t go all in on free shipping. It could make or break
your business. Even the giants like Amazon and Target
that started the craze are trying to curb the financial drain
free shipping creates. Earlier this year, Amazon raised its
free shipping minimum from $35 to $49 in the US and
Canada for non-Prime members. Target is now charging a
handling fee on special items. Amazon recovers only about
55 percent of the amount it spends on shipping, a number
drawing scrutiny after the company’s third-quarter earnings
significantly missed expectations and caused shares to
tumble. Find more creative ways to make your business
compelling—even if it means creating the illusion of free
shipping.

in a very unique way. Think high-tech pop-up.
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3. Be laser-focused on the customer
Amaze your customers every time they interact with you
and keep them coming back for more by demonstrating
that you know them and by personalizing their
experiences. In other words, you must meet, or better
yet, exceed the incredible bar set by Amazon.
•

Value “big data” analytics. It’s impossible to deliver
a personalized experience if you don’t know your
customer “personally.” Don’t make the mistake of
segmenting your customers into groups based on
commonalities; they are individuals.
--

Williams-Sonoma has been pursuing just that for
a while. It started with a customer-centric analytics
system for its catalogs to create actionable insights
to improve circulation and the customer experience.
Next it tackled eCommerce. Using both implicit and
explicit data, it tailors the entire web and mobile
user experience including product assortment,
visual appearance of the site, and even the checkout
experience. Its search function is also fine-tuned and
personalized by data. Machine learning makes its
search engine smarter over time and faster and easier
for customers to use—a big deal when search accounts
for 25 percent of William-Sonoma’s web revenue.
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•

Make a connection with your customers. It’s important
to understand that customers are truly the new point of
sale. Shopping is more emotionally connected than it has
ever been before and community plays a major role.
--

•

UnderArmour’s Kevin Planks believes it’s important for
a brand to tell a story—“wear HeatGear® when it’s hot,
ColdGear® when it’s cold, and AllSeasonGear® between
the extremes.” But it has gone one step further by creating
a UA HealthBox and personalized dashboard to help its
customers exercise smarter, feel better, and live longer.
UA’s fitness community is 160 million members strong and
growing.

Get social but understand it’s not one size fits all.
Failing to connect on social is a big problem, but thinking
you can treat all channels the same is a bigger problem.
--

Pinterest, Polyvore, and Facebook have all added buy
buttons to make it simple and nearly instantaneous for
social networkers to make a purchase. Polyvore allows users
to design and share collages using product images and
design elements. Users can like, comment on, and purchase
products from collages made by other users. Twenty
million users have created 44 million sets with an average
basket size of $200, the highest on any social media site.
Twitter users, on the other hand, comment in real-time. If
you participate in this channel (and you should), commit to
being a “real” tweeter.
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4. Find new ways to build your own brand
Start by nailing the post-checkout experience. Line up
the right players on the back-end to make it as seamless,
efficient, and friction-free as possible. This means nailing
omnichannel commerce, including managing cost and
complexity; intelligent order management; fulfillment
flexibility and speed; anytime, anywhere service; customerfocused analytics; and friction-free checkout. Your focus
should be to:
•

Aim for the lowest total cost of ownership and fastest
time to revenue. The trick is integrating and launching
an omnichannel solution with your existing technology
investments (like that shiny new web store) quickly
versus the traditional months if not years. Achieving this
requires a fast setup time, a unified user experience, and
cloud-based technology that creates a centralized neuro
center for all of your omnichannel needs.
--

Provisioning tools based on best practice intelligence can
reduce discovery and setup by 90 percent over traditional
order management systems. Pre-built integrations mean
rapid deployments and protection for existing technology
investments. Role-based user access empowers retailers
to execute and manage any level of omnichannel
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commerce operation. Cloud-based technology gives your
business 99.99 percent availability, lowers your IT costs, and
keeps your software always up-to-date.

•

Launch dynamic, profitable order management.
--

•

Distributed order management is at the heart of your postcheckout experience. For omnichannel, these systems are
multi-faceted. They must deliver a single view of inventory to
reduce working capital outlay and optimize your inventory
network. A sophisticated sourcing engine can be modified
in real time to address your desired outcomes, seasonal
or promotional sourcing needs, as well as reduce delivery
times and expense to optimize all fulfillment scenarios. And
it must integrate stores as a fulfillment channel for online
sales.

Deliver relentless customer service.
--

A flexible customer service stack is essential for meeting
your customers’ changing expectations. You should have a
360° view of the customer with text, chat, and IVR, channel
pairing experiences (e.g., digital IVR with mobile chat), and
social engagement channels.

--

Drive a consistent customer experience with actionable
prebuilt dashboards and customer trend data that monitors
interactions and key operational metrics.

--

Implement solutions that offer pre-integrations to a variety
of native and third-party data to leverage your investments
in existing IT resources.
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5. Know what it takes to stay afloat
There are many moving parts to the puzzle. Focus on where gains
can be made, what it takes to run the business profitably as a
whole, and how to sustain growth over time. Let’s face it: Amazon
is one of the few, if not the only, retailer that has somehow
managed to stay afloat (and be rewarded by Wall Street) without
turning a profit. Here are four things to consider:
•

Outsource fraud management so you can focus on
growing your business.
--

Tools you manage yourself simply won’t cut it today or in the
future as criminals move online and become more relentless in
their attacks. And if you think you’re doing OK because you’re
at or beating industry-accepted standards, it’s time to rethink
that logic. Look for a partner that can eliminate chargeback
liability, prove hands down that it can increase your profitability
by approving many of the orders you deem fraudulent, and
deliver a frictionless experience based on big data and human
intelligence.

--

After outsourcing its payments and fraud management to Radial,
Shoe Carnival now pays $0.00 chargebacks and has an order
approval rate of nearly 99 percent.
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•

Optimize packaging to keep your shipping costs
down.
--

•

•

--

Understanding the optimal size and shape for your
packaging can reduce the amount of corrugate required;
it reduces excess space (“air”) in the box resulting in less
damage, and it improves the density of the goods being
shipped (e.g., more packages in a truck) which results in
fewer trucks and lower freight costs. Plus, less corrugate,
less filler, and fewer trucks equates to sustainability benefits.

Investigate dynamic warehousing.
--

Get inspired by your retail peers.

As Amazon flexes its fulfillment muscle with more
warehouses and ventures skyward in its first branded cargo
plane, Amazon One, retailers need to get ready for even
faster delivery expectations. And that means rethinking
the static warehouse. Cloud-based dynamic warehouse
technologies enable retailers to quickly identify, secure,
and operationalize available warehouse space and services
to meet unpredictable demand, manage seasonal swings
and unexpected returns, and scale operations dynamically
based on demand. It’s a new way to compete with Amazon

Three years ago it looked like Amazon might have a knock
out against Best Buy, but Best Buy fought back—and not
to just be more like Amazon, but to distinguish itself from
Amazon using a punch Amazon doesn’t have in its arsenal:
stores.

--

Radial’s SmartHub data supports the strides covered in a
recent Wall Street Journal story. Best Buy’s overall order
time of 2.25 days is in line with Amazon Prime’s two-day
order promise. Time in-transit is now 1.5 days versus three.
Best Buy has steadily improved over the last three years in
customer experience and its data so far in 2016 is stellar. For
a retailer that was right in Amazon’s cross-hairs, this looks
like a true success story that demonstrates how investments
in customer experience can generate top-line and grossmargin growth when done correctly.

on scale and flexibility without huge up-front capital outlays.
--

Fortune 500 company Ace Hardware leverages on-demand
warehousing during unexpected peaks to relieve its core
warehouses of 15 to 20 percent of its inventory. Because
on-demand warehousing can be rapidly deployed, this new
solution adds critical flexibility to its supply chain and saves
big money for the company.
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Make haste! The time to act is now
Recognize that Amazon has proven it no longer puts customers’ best interests first. Not only is the customer experience suffering—
retailers are, too, and the fallout can be costly (if not irreparable) from a business perspective. It’s not too late to get your house in
order. Amazon is a powerful platform, but with great power comes great responsibility. Retailers must be vigilant about their future
existence by putting sound, balanced eCommerce plans in place today. Plans that may or may not include Amazon. Regardless,
success largely depends on the customer experience you deliver, and there are plenty of profitable moves you can make to
differentiate yourself while catering to the Amazon-like experience customers have come to expect.

For more information about our service solutions, call us at. 610. 491. 7000
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